New On Video & DVD
Die Hard Ultimate Collection "Die Hard": A New York City policeman, John McClane, visiting his
estranged wife and two daughters on Christmas Eve, joins her at a holiday party in the headquarters of
the Japanese-owned business she works for. But the festivities are interrupted by a group of terrorists
who take over the exclusive high-rise, and everyone in it. Very soon the cop realizes that there's no
one to save the hostages -- but him. "Die Hard 2: Die Harder": An action-packed sequel to the 1989
film 'Die Hard.' While former New York City cop John McClane, now a member of the Los Angeles
Police Department, waits to pick up his wife in DC's Dulles Airport, gunmen suddenly commandeer
the building. They're intent on rescuing a drug-dealing foreign despot who's being brought to the US
to stand trial. And once again McClane finds himself enmeshed in a terrorist plot that only he can prevent... "Die Hard with a Vengeance": The third installment of the 'Die Hard' series. Hard-luck New
York cop John McClane realizes once again that trouble always has a way of finding him. This time it
comes in the form of Simon, whose brother Hans Gruber was the villainous mastermind killed by
McClane in the first 'Die Hard.' Simon sets out to avenge Hans's death in a rather perverse manner:
periodically, he plants a bomb somewhere in New York City (a subway car or an elementary school,
for example). Then he calls McClane with a difficult riddle, and a time allotment for solving it. The
answer to the riddle reveals the bomb site. McClane and Zeus, a Black shopkeeper who saves
McClane's life and then is forced to join him, wind up in numerous deadly situations as they continuously struggle to save the Big Apple from Simon's bombs. But Simon has other devious plans besides
killing McClane: namely to rob the Federal Reserve Bank -- which houses more gold than Fort Knox.
Live Free or Die Hard After a twelve-year hiatus, Bruce Willis is back as New York City detective
John McClane, who still plays by his own set of rules. Following Die Hard (1988), Die Harder
(1990), and Die Hard With A Vengeance (1995), the fourth installment in the popular action series
stars Timothy Olyphant as Thomas Gabriel, an evil mastermind who is determined to bring down the
entire infrastructure of the United States on Independence Day, sending the country into anarchy and
chaos. Joining him on his mission of destruction is the elegant Mai, played by Maggie Q from
Mission: Impossible III. McClane becomes involved when he gets caught in the crossfire while transporting prisoner Matt Farrell (Justin Long, most well known as the mac in a series of computer commercials), a hacker extraordinaire who is the perfect complement to the old-school McClane, who
eschews cell phones, computers, and doing anything the easy way. But when Gabriel kidnaps
McClane's daughter, Lucy it gets personal. Full of the sarcastic humor, exciting action sequences
including flying cars -- and fun characters that have defined the series. Fox
The Secret Invasion After the Nazis lock up an Italian general who was about to become a turncoat
and hand his army over to the Allies, five convicts are given a chance at redemption in exchange for
infiltrating enemy territory and rescuing the general. Raf Vallone, Mickey Rooney, Edd Byrnes, Henry
Silva and William Campbell play the commandos -- led by British intelligence officer Stewart
Granger in this tense World War II drama directed by Roger Corman. Fox
Gomer Pyle Season 4 This spin-off of The Andy Griffith Show featured beloved mechanic Gomer
Pyle entering the Marine Corps. Jim Nabors played Pyle, resurrecting the character's catchphrases,
including "Surprise, surprise, surprise!" and "Shazam!" said in Pyle's trademark Southern drawl. Jim
Nabors's aw-shucks charm highlights the fourth season of this classic sitcom. As always, Gomer's
naïveté and good-natured demeanor get the better of Sgt. Carter (Frank Sutton), master of the slow
burn. This year, Gomer replaces Carter as the model for a recruiting poster, returns to Mayberry and
helps foil a bank robbery, wins a boat in a jingle contest, loses the colonel's German shepherd and
attempts to hide a rescued horse at the base. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "A Visit From
Aunt Bee," "The Recruiting Poster," "Corporal Carol," "Leader of Men," "Beautiful Dreamer" and
"The Great Talent Hunt." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Gomer Says 'Hey' To the
President," "And A Child Shall Lead Them," "The Show Must Go On," "The Better Man," "To Watch
a Thief" and "The Prize Boat." Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Friendly Freddy Strikes
Again," "Change Partners," "Wild Bull From Pampas," "Gomer, The Good Samaritan," "Gomer, The
Privileged Character" and "Gomer Goes Home." Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "A Dog Is A
Dog," "Love Finds Gomer Pyle," "Gomer and The Queen of Burlesque," :"The Carraige Waits,"
"Sergeant Iago" and "Goodbye, Dolly." Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "The Price of
Tomatoes," "Chef For Day," "Gomer andthe Night Club Comic," "Love and Goulash," "And Baby
Makes Three" and "Friendly Freddy, The Gentleman's Taylor." Paramount
Jag Season 6 In the sixth season of the long-running hit series, Navy Cmdr. Harmon "Harm" Rabb
(David James Elliott) and Marine Lt. Col. Sarah "Mac" MacKenzie (Catherine Bell) continue their
adventures in the world of military crime. Harm discovers he has a Russian half brother, the Navy's
rescue of a young girl in Cuban waters becomes an international incident, and Mac goes up against
her intimidating law school professor in a high-profile court-martial. Disc 1 includes the following
episodes: "Legacy: Part 1," "Legacy: Part 2," "Florida Straits" and "Flight Risk." Additional Actors:
John M. Jackson, Patrick Labyorteaux, Chuck Carrington, Randy Vasquez, Karri Turner, Zoe
McLellan, Steve Vinovich, Jennifer Savidge. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "JAG TV," "The
Princess and the Petty Officer," "A Separate Peace: Part 1" and "A Separate Peace: Part 2." Additional
Actors: John M. Jackson, Patrick Labyorteaux, Randy Vasquez, Rif Hutton, Cynthia Sikes, Nanci
Chambers, Anne-Marie Johnson, Lucille Soong. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Family
Secrets," "Touch And Go," "Baby, It's Cold Outside" and "Collision Course." Additional Actors:
John M. Jackson, Patrick Labyorteaux, Randy Vasquez, Chuck Carrington, Rif Hutton, Karri Turner,
David Carpenter, Kimble Jemison. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Miracles," "Killer
Instinct," "Iron Coffin" and "Retreat, Hell." Additional Actors: John M. Jackson, Patrick Labyorteaux,
Chuck Carrington, Randy Vasquez, Zoe McLellan, Trevor Goddard, Wanda Acuna, Cindy Ambuehl.
Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "Valor," "Liberty," 'Salvation" and "To Walk On Wings."
Additional Actors: John M. Jackson, Patrick Labyorteaux, Chuck Carrington, Randy Vasquez, Zoe
McLellan, Trevor Goddard, Gerald McRaney, Seth Jaffe. Disc 6 includes the following episodes:
"Past Tense," "Lifeline," "Mutiny" and "Adrift: Part 1." Additional Actors: John M. Jackson, Patrick
Labyorteaux, Chuck Carrington, Randy Vasquez, Jennifer Savidge, Cheryl Pollak, Catherine Bell,
Mae Whitman. CBS/Paramount
Rawhide: Season Three, Volume One Before he became a fixture in the spaghetti Western genre,
iconic actor Clint Eastwood shot to fame in the 1950s and '60s television series Rawhide. Considered
one of the best TV Westerns of all time, the classic series followed the episodic adventures of a band
of rovers hired to drive cattle through the lawless terrain of the 1870s Wild West while encountering
both natural and manmade dangers like anthrax and cattle rustlers. Eastwood starred as rover Rowdy
Yates, the straight-arrow assistant to a tough-as-nails trail boss, Gil Favor (Eric Fleming), who also
presided over trail hands Mushy (James Murdock), Quince (Steve Raines), Nolan (Sheb Wooley), and
Wishbone (Paul Brinegar). The team deals with buyers scared off by fears of a failing bank, a new
drover who's addicted to morphine, a murderous buffalo soldier and sundry other outlaws, from horse
thieves to stagecoach robbers. This collection presents the first half of the cult series' third season.
Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Incident At Rojo Canyon," "Incident of The Challenge,"
"Incident At Dragon Crossing" and "Incident Of the Night Visitor." Additional Actors: Nelson Welch,
Tom Troupe, Robert Easton, Julie London, Bobby Troup, Michael Pate, Orville Sherman, John Hart,
Ann Doran. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Incident of the Slavemaster," "Incident On the
Road To Yesterday," "Incident at Superstition Prarie" and "Incident at Poco Tiempo." Additional
Actors: John Erwin, Stephen Courtleigh, Andy Albin, Charles Tannen, King Calder, Stephen Joyce,
Gregory Walcott. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Incident of the Captive," "Incident of the
Buffalo Soldier," "Incident of the Broken Word" and "Incident at the Top of The World." Additional
Actors: Dan Sheridan, Joe De Santis, Mercedes McCambridge, Roy Glenn, Woody Strode, Ray
Montgomery, Rupert Crosse, Robert Culp, Paul Carr. Disc 4 includes the following episodes:
"Incident Near the Promised Land," "Incident of the Big Blowout" and "Incident of the Fish Out of
Water." Additional Actors: Don Harvey, Stafford Repp, Mary Astor, Myron Healey, Dorothy Green,
Barbara Beaird, Jock Gaynor, George D. Wallace, Max Mellinger, Gene Evans. CBS/Paramount

New On Video & DVD
The Odd Couple Season 3 Their characters may have been brought to the big screen by Jack
Lemmon and Walter Matthau, but Tony Randall and Jack Klugman went on to match, and arguably
surpass, their predecessors' portrayals with the classic 1970s television series The Odd Couple. Based
on Neil Simon's hit Broadway play of the same name, the beloved sitcom chronicled the charmingly
antagonistic friendship between neat freak Felix Unger (Randall) and carefree slob Oscar Madison
(Klugman), whose polar-opposite personalities hilariously clashed after they became unwilling roommates following their respective divorces. Produced by TV impresario Garry Marshall (Happy Days,
Laverne & Shirley), The Odd Couple stands as one of the true greats in television history. This collection presents the Emmy Award-winning series' third season in its entirety. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Gloria, Hallelujah," "Big Mouth," "The Princess," "The Pen Is Mightier Than the
Pencil," "The Odd Monks" and "I'm Dying of Unger." Additional Actors: Elinor Donahue, Penny
Marshall, Janis Hansen, Al Molinaro, Shawn Michaels, Howard Cosell, Elliott Reid, Jack Collins,
Richard Stahl. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "The Odd Couples," "Felix's First
Commercial," "The First Baby," "Oscar's Birthday," "Password" and "The Odd Father." Additional
Actors: Jane Dulo, Janis Hansen, Al Molinaro, Brett Somers, Deacon Jones, Arthur Batanides, Louise
Troy, Penny Marshall, Elinor Donahue, Betty White. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Don't
Believe in Roomers," "Sometimes a Great Ocean," "I Gotta Be Me," "The Ides of April," "Myrna's
Debut" and "The Hustler." Additional Actors: Joy Harmon, Marlyn Mason, Penny Marshall, Queenie
Smith, Karl Swenson, Cliff Emmich, Vivian Bonnell, Joshua Shelley, Ralph Manza, Louis Guss. Disc
4 includes the following episodes: "My Strife in Court," "Let's Make a Deal," "Take My Furtniture,
Please" and "The Murray Who Came to Dinner." Additional Actors: Al Molinaro, Elinor Donahue, Jill
Jaress, Curt Conway, Garry Walberg, Monty Hall, Titos Vandis, Elvia Allman, Penny Marshall, Bubba
Smith, Jane Dulo. CBS/Paramount
The Odd Couple - Fourth Season Their characters may have been brought to the big screen by Jack
Lemmon and Walter Matthau, but Tony Randall and Jack Klugman went on to match, and arguably
surpass, their predecessors' portrayals with the classic 1970s television series The Odd Couple. Based
on Neil Simon's hit Broadway play of the same name, the beloved sitcom chronicled the charmingly
antagonistic friendship between neat freak Felix Unger (Randall) and carefree slob Oscar Madison
(Klugman), whose polar-opposite personalities hilariously clashed after they became unwilling roommates following their respective divorces. Produced by TV impresario Garry Marshall, The Odd
Couple stands as one of the true greats in television history. n this vintage sitcom's fourth season,
polar opposites Oscar (Jack Klugman) and Felix (Tony Randall) continue to lock horns while trying to
live together. Standout episodes include Felix falling for a woman married to a professional football
player (guest Alex Karras) and Oscar winning a new car in a radio contest. Flashback installments
show viewers how Felix and his wife ended up in divorce court and how Oscar decided to marry
Blanche. This collection presents the Emmy Award-winning series' fourth season in its entirety. Disc 1
includes the following episodes: "Gloria Moves In," "Last Tango In Newark," "Odd Decathalon,"
"That Was No Lady," "Odd Holiday" and "The New Car." Additional Actors: Dick Clark, Larry
Gelman, Al Molinaro, Janis Hansen, Elinor Donahue, Cliff Norton, Penny Marshall, Patricia Harty,
John Byner. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "This is the Army, Mrs. Madison," "The
Songwriter," "Felix Directs," "The Pig Who Came To Dinner," "Maid For Each Other" and "The
Exorcists." Additional Actors: Al Molinaro, Penny Marshall, Richard Stahl, Elinor Donahue, Jaye P.
Morgan, Wolfman Jack, Edward Faulkner, Reta Shaw. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "A
Barnacle Adventure," "The Moonlighter," "Cleanliness is Next to Impossible," "The Flying Felix" and
"Vocal Girl Makes Good." Additional Actors: Al Molinaro, Penny Marshall, Elinor Donahue, Richard
Stahl, John Wheeler, Marilyn Horne, Sondra Currie, Lee Duncan. Disc 4 includes the following
episodes: "Shuffling Off to Buffalo," "A Different Drummer," "The Insomniacs," "New York's
Oddest" and "One for the Bunny." Additional Actors: Hugh Hefner, Al Molinaro, Jack Collins, Monty
Hall, Penny Marshall, Frank Buxton, James Millhollin, Arthur Batanides, Lloyd Kino.
Paramount/CBS
Jericho First Season A nuclear explosion plunges a group of Kansas residents into a fraught battle for
survival in this post-apocalyptic serial drama. Isolated from the rest of the country in the small town
of Jericho, and unsure of the cause behind the explosion, uncertainty and chaos reigns supreme. Chief
among the survivors is Jake Green (Skeet Ulrich), a prodigal son who returned to Jericho after his
grandfather died. But his uncanny skill with a gun and ability to perform complicated medical procedures provoke troubling questions about his shadowy past. Rifts form among the townsfolk as survival instincts take over, while others fight to maintain order among the ashes. As the series proceeds,
its rich ensemble of characters come ever closer to the reasons for the strange new world they are
faced with. Originally cancelled by CBS, loyal fans successfully lobbied to have the series continued
for a second season. It won't take new viewers long to see what the fuss was about. Disc 1 includes
the following episodes: "Pilot," "Fallout," "Four Horsemen" and "Walls of Jericho." Additional
Actors: Erik Knudsen, Sprague Grayden, Beth Grant, Alicia Coppola, Leon Russom, Alex Carter,
Richard Speight Jr., Clare Carey, Vic Polizos. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Federal
Response," "9:02," "Long Live the Mayor" and "Rogue River." Additional Actors: Alicia Coppola,
Beth Grant, Clayne Crawford, Clare Carey, Sprague Grayden, Erik Knudsen, Michael Gaston, D.B.
Sweeney, Aasif Mandvi, Theo Rossi. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Crossroads," "Red
Flag," "Vox Populi" and "The Day Before." Additional Actors: Alicia Coppola, Michael Gaston,
Christopher Wiehl, Clare Carey, D.B. Sweeney, Richard Speight Jr., Beth Grant, Andrew Borba, Siena
Goines, Mark Adair-Rios, James Parks. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Black Jack," "Heart
of Winter," "Semper Fidelis" and "Winter's End." Additional Actors: Christopher Darga, John Diehl,
Sprague Grayden, Erik Knudsen, Clare Carey, Christopher Wiehl, Erin Daniels, Alicia Coppola. Disc
5 includes the following episodes: "One Man'sTerrorist," "A.K.A.," "Casus Belli" and "One if by
Land." Additional Actors: Michael Gaston, Christopher Wiehl, Jeff Parise, Siena Goines, Andrew
Borba, Terry Maratos, Timothy Omundson, Alicia Coppola, Ned Bellamy, Clare Carey. Disc 6
includes the following episodes: "Coalition of the Willing" and "Why We Fight." Additional Actors:
Michael Gaston, Alicia Coppola, Erik Knudsen, Clare Carey, Richard Speight Jr., Timothy
Omundson, David Huddleston. Paramount
Jericho Second Season 2 Back from cancellation as a result of vociferous viewer protests, the sci-fi
series kicks off its sophomore year with Esai Morales joining the cast as Maj. Edward Beck, a
Cheyenne official sent to restore order to the embattled town of New Bern. The season opens in the
wake of the costly battle of New Bern, which left neighboring Jericho scrambling to rebuild -- and the
two communities still at loggerheads. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Reconstruction,"
"Condor," "Jennings & Rall" and "Oversight." Additional Actors: Michael Gaston, Sprague Grayden,
Esai Morales, D.B. Sweeney, Erik Knudsen, Emily Rose, Aasif Mandvi, Shoshannah Stern, Candace
Bailey, Richard Speight Jr. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Termination For Cause,"
"Sedition," "Patriots and Tyrants," "Series Finale As Broadcast" and "Series Finale With Alternate
Unaired Ending." Additional Actors: Sprague Grayden, Shoshannah Stern, Emily Rose, Esai Morales,
Michael Gaston, Richard Speight Jr., Pamela Reed, David Huddleston. Paramount
EliteXC: Renegade Diaz vs Noons tournament hit TV screens in November 2007, giving some muchneeded exposure to some of the best mixed martial arts fighters on the planet. This program includes
extensive highlights from the show, including clips that weren't aired on the original broadcast, and
the match-up between KJ Noons and Nick Diaz. Image Entertainment
EliteXC: Destiny Destiny: Gracie vs. Shamrock Feast your eyes on the best mixed martial artists in
the game as EliteXC celebrates its inaugural event with this jam-packed release featuring the legendarily historic battle between Renzo Gracie and Frank Shamrock. Other bouts on the fight card
include Joey Villasenor vs. David "the Crow" Loiseau, Antonio "Big Foot" Silva vs. Wesley
"Cabbage" Correira and Charles "Krazy Horse" Bennett vs. Karl James Noons. Image Entertainment

New On Video & DVD
Popeye & Friends Volume One Spinach--YUCK! But not to the most famous, fearless comic strip
sailor in the world--Popeye. Whether romancing his longtime sweetheart, Olive Oyl, rescuing defenseless infant Swee'pea, or wrestling his nasty nemesis, Bluto, Popeye summons his spinach-induced
strength to save the day. With one gulp of the vitamin-rich vegetable, Popeye transforms his scrawny
body into a human dynamo! For high seas hijinks or landlocked levity, turn to the hilarious animated
antics of that two-fisted tar--Popeye. Eight cartoons--including "Abject Flying Object," "Ship Ahoy,"
"Popeye Goes Sightseeing," "Chips Off the Old Ice Block," and "Polly Wants Some Spinach"--are featured. Warner
Popeye The Sailor 1938-1940 The plot lines in the animated cartoons tended to be simple. A villain,
usually Bluto, makes a move on Popeye's "sweetie", Olive Oyl. The bad guy then clobbers Popeye
until Popeye eats spinach, which gives him superhuman strength. The fundamental character of
Popeye, paralleling that of another 1930's icon, Superman, also invokes traditional values possessing
uncompromising moral standards and resorting to force only when threatened, or when he "can't stands
no more"! The first volume includes 58 (7-10 min) theatrical blk & white shorts from 1933 to 1938
and 2 two-reeler 20 minute color cartoons. (Notable shorts: * Popeye The Sailor Meets Sindbad The
Sailor was an Academy Award® Nominee. Betty Boop appears in a cameo as a hula dancer in the 1st
short "Popeye The Sailor") Special Features: Additional Scenes: 24x Eps. Commentaries -Including
historians, animators and filmmakers. 2x Bonus Popeye Shorts Est. 1934 "Let's Sing with Popeye",
"Popular Science". Documentaries: "Max Fleischer and the New York Style" All New Documentary "I
Yam What I Am: The Story of Popeye the Sailor Man", All new documentary. "The Evolution of
Animation: The History of the Fleischer Studios" All new documentary. Featurette: 6x Featurettes
"Behind the Tunes" In depth look at select cartoons, characters and creators Music Only Track: 12x
Music/Vocal Only Tracks (audio Only) Other: 3x Bonus Fleischer Cartoons, 1934 "Poor Cinderella",
1941 "Raggedy Ann and Raggedy Andy" and 1941 "Superman". Warner
Darfur Now Six Stories. One Hope Documentarian Ted Braun's first theatrical work examines the
genocide in Darfur through the eyes of six distinct individuals who are doing what they can to combat
the situation. Recent UCLA graduate Adam Sterling is the director of the Sudan Divestment Task
Force, which seeks to get states to divest funds in Sudan. Dr. Luis Moreno-Ocampo is an Argentine
native serving as the prosecutor of the International Criminal Court at The Hague, where he is investigating Sudanese leaders as war criminals. Ecuadorian Pablo Recalde is the head of the World Food
Program in West Darfur, where he risks his life trying to get food to the sick and starving people in the
region. Hejewa Adam has taken up arms in her homeland, joining a rebel group defending the Fur people and battling the Janjaweed and government forces. Ahmed Mohammed Abakar was forced to flee
his village and is now the leader at a refugee camp in Hamadea, where some 50,000 displaced people
live. And Oscar nominee Don Cheadle, after starring in Hotel Rwanda, has written a book, Not On Our
Watch, with John Prendergast, that helps people understand genocide--and gives them information on
what they can do to stop it. Each of these people is making a difference in Darfur in a different way,
through the legal system, legislation, the media, and even violence if necessary, in order to save and
protect a people under siege. Darfur Now is not a partisan film; it demonstrates how men and women
in all walks of life and with various religious and political beliefs can come together to effect change.
The film was begun with a grant from Steven Spielberg's Righteous Persons Foundation. Warner
Control is as near perfect a filmic telling of the story of Joy Division and Ian Curtis as any fan could
hope for. It's also a beautifully rendered piece of cinema about the crippling effects of love and regret,
and the salvation we seek in art. Born out of England's post-Sex Pistols punk explosion, Joy Division
played a dark, minimalist version of the nascent sound, and became cult heroes thanks in part to their
brilliant yet disturbed frontman Ian Curtis (played by an eerily perfect Sam Riley). Corbijn does a
wonderful job recreating the Manchester band's music and live show, cutting straight to the essence of
Joy Division's unique appeal. Credit must also be given to the three actors who portray the rest of Joy
Division. Playing all the instruments themselves, they perfectly capture the band's powerfully stoic
presence, one that translates both live and on record into the sonic equivalent of an existential crisis.
Control, however, is ultimately about Curtis's tumultuous marriage with his wife, Deborah (Samantha
Morton), and the way that Joy Division became an aesthetic manifestation of his pain--one that was
both physical (Curtis was an epileptic) and emotional. Corbijn evokes Curtis's hurt and isolation with
both honesty and subtlety: a photographer originally, he frames each shot to look like a stark blackand-white photo from an album the audience was never meant to see, making Curtis's pain palpable
and his eventual suicide that much more tragic. The overtones to the later suicide of Kurt Cobain are
hard to avoid, but where Cobain's suicide has always been discussed in terms of the pressure he felt as
a rock star, Curtis's, as rendered by Corbijn, is a pain anyone could potentially be forced to suffer
through. Weinstein/Genius
The 11th Hour Environmental documentary 11th Hour resides at the polar opposite of escapist summer fare, its mission to firmly confront viewers about the indelible human footprint that humans have
left on this planet, and the catastrophic effects of environmental neglect and abuse. Produced and narrated by Leonardo DiCaprio, and ably directed by Nadia Conners and Leila Conners Peterson, the documentary doesn't get much fancier than talking heads, news footage, and the occasional animated illustration, but its message is potent and delivered effectively. The first hour of the film is essentially a
horror story, recounting the myriad sins perpetrated against the environment (pollution, deforestation,
over-mining resources), the reasons behind it (corporate greed, faulty public policy, bad leadership,
ignorance), and what it means for the human race. Thankfully, the last third of the movie tilts the mood
upward, with a spirited discussion of solutions, offered by a crack team of scientists, designers, and
thinkers. Stirring visions of alternate energy sources, diversified transportation, enlightened governmental agendas, sustainable homes and cities, and, most importantly, more conscious consumer choices
leave viewers with the palpable feeling that change is both necessary and possible. If the "eleventh
hour" for our planet is drawing near, this admirable film points confidently towards a new dawn.
Warner
City Slickers Three male friends, facing their 40th birthdays and experiencing midlife crises, decide
they need time away from their "soft" city lives. Fans of old Western films, particularly John Wayne's
Red River, they decide to vacation at a dude ranch, where they will be responsible for a two-week-long
cattle drive through the Colorado hills. Along the way the urban cowboys encounter bad weather;
macho, gun-wielding ranchers; and pregnant cattle, but they finish the drive with their lives back on
track. Fox
Penn & Teller: Bullshit 5th Season Though they came to fame as magicians, Penn & Teller have
turned their comedic talents to TV with Penn & Teller: Bullshit! The duo debunks various popularly
held ideas using Penn's acerbic wit (Teller is famously silent) and interviews with experts. With humor,
intelligence, and a refreshing lack of tact, the fifth season covers such touchy topics as obesity, immigration, and Wal-Mart. Since Showtime is its broadcast home, Penn & Teller are free to curse and
cover controversial topics with abandon in this Emmy-nominated series. Proving there are two sides to
every debate, magician-comedians Penn & Teller continue to take a critical (and often very funny) look
at today's hot-button topics in this cable series. In Season 5, the Mutt and Jeff of magic take on everything from America's love-hate relationship with Wal-Mart to the magic of colonics (with a visit to an
inflatable walk-through colon), America's obesity epidemic (hosting the Fat Guy Olympics) and more.
Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Obesity," "Wal-Mart," "Breast Hysteria," "De-Toxing" and
"Exorcism." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Immigration," "Handicap Parking," "Mt.
Rushmore," "Nukes, Hybrids & Lesbians" and "Anger Management." Paramount/CBS
Heroes of the East A Chinese man (Gordon Liu) and a Japanese woman (Yûko Mizuno) enter into an
arranged marriage, but what begins as a happy union starts to unravel when their clashing styles of
martial arts trigger a family feud. The husband must then prove the worth of Chinese kung fu in a
series of duels with seven Japanese fighters. The sparks fly, and so do the swords, spears, kicks and
punches in this playful entry from the Shaw Brothers catalog. Weinstein/Genius

New On Video & DVD
The Grand Woody Harrelson stars as One-Eyed Jack Faro, a not-quite-fully-rehabbed gambler, party
monster, and serial marry-er hoping to save his late grandfather's hotel-casino by winning $10 million
cash at The Grand Championship Of Poker. But first he'll have to beat a Vegas fi eld of geeks, gurus,
online amateurs, greedy developers, ruthless housewives, old-school pros and more of the top players in
the world for the largest prize in poker history. Jason Alexander, Ray Romano, Mike Epps, Judy Greer,
Werner Herzog, Gabe Kaplan, Michael McKean, Phil Gordon and Doyle Brunson co-star in this no-limit
comedy from director Zak Penn. Anchor Bay
Meerkat Manor Season 3 By the end of the second season of Meerkat Manor, dominant matriarch
Flower proved just how cold a mother can be when it comes to the breaching of breeding policies. Now,
after abandoning her own daughter, Mozart, and her offspring, leaving them open for a deadly attack, the
tragedy continues as Flower finds herself the victim of a snake bite and Mozart forms her own opposing
tribe, the Starsky. Will the matriarchal torch finally be passed after more than two seasons? Meanwhile,
the Whisker family as a whole encounters their most formidable enemies yet in the Zappa tribe, and former Whisker Maybelline leaves the clan to build her own army. All is fair in meerkat love and war.
Narrated by Sean Astin, this cutthroat third season of the nature-reality series will leave fans flabbergasted. Genius
Meerat Manor The Story Begins Whoopi Goldberg lends her sultry pipes as the narrator of this feature
film prequel to the beloved television series about a family of meerkats. Flower, the star meerkat, is
introduced as a young pup who will eventually grow up to be the matriarch fans know from the show.
Like in the series, the story is told in a narrative form, creating character identities and relationships but
using actual footage of the movie stars in their wild habitat. Genius
ActionGirls Pack - Volume 1-3 Soldiers Of The Dead Part 1: Guns, guts, and gorgeous girls combine in
this crowd-pleasing sci-fi yarn. In a desolate future, roving biker gangs scour the debris of humanity for
women to battle it out in the Arena of Death. But these scantily clad beauties get more than they bargained for when a horde of undead soldiers is unleashed upon them. Actiongirls.Com - Water And
Fitness: Created by softcore mogul Scotty JX, Actiongirls.Com takes the girls-with-guns formula to titillating new heights by combining two red-blooded-male favorites: naked women and action movies. This
volume finds ActionGirls regulars Susana Spears, Veronica Zemanova, Erica Campbell, Roxy Carter,
Nancy Lane, and Heather Sims engaging in a variety of fitness activities like bike riding, rollerblading,
swimming, and working out in a gym--all while totally naked. K.C. Sales
Fantastic Four Volume 2 The Fantastic Four continue to protect humankind as they battle evil forces in
these episodes featuring the popular Marvel Comics superhero team. Mr. Fantastic, the Invisible Woman,
the Human Torch and the Thing face off against the Skrulls, the Impossible Man and other devious foes
in a quartet of exciting adventures. Episodes are "Trial by Fire," "My Neighbor Was a Skrull,"
"Impossible" and "Revenge of the Skrulls." Fox
Fantastic Four Volume 3 In this collection of thrilling cartoon adventures, the Fantastic Four have their
work cut out for them as they try to defeat powerful enemies, including their archrival, Doctor Doom,
intergalactic supervillian Annihilus and even superhero Iron Man. Constantly under attack by the dastardly Doctor Doom, this super crime-fighting team often does the impossible to survive, such as traveling
back in time and weathering unexpected space flight. Fox
Sabrina The Teenage Witch Fourth Season Being a teenager is hard enough without any supernatural
intervention, but life becomes a lot more complicated for 16-year-old Sabrina (Melissa Joan Hart) when
she learns she is half-witch, half-mortal. With the help of her aunts and fellow witches, Hilda and Zelda
(Caroline Rhea and Beth Broderick), as well as a wisecracking cat named Salem, Sabrina learns how to
use her magical powers while navigating the usual pitfalls of adolescence with charming aplomb. With
her friend Valerie living in Alaska and her nemesis Libby at private school, Sabrina (Melissa Joan Hart)
tries to adjust to her new situation and finds herself contemplating a move to Paris in Season 4 of this
enchanting comedy. In other developments, Sabrina tutors an apprentice witch; Hilda and Zelda run for
cover when their nagging mother comes to visit; and Sabrina loses all self-control when she gets a magic
credit card. This collection presents the fourth season of Sabrina The Teenage Witch in its entirety. Disc 1
includes the following episodes: "No Place Like home," "Dream A Little Dreama Me," "Jealousy," "Little
Orphan Hilda," "Spoiled Rotten," "The Phantom Menace" and "Prelude to a Kiss." Additional Actors:
Britney Spears, Tara Lipinski, Ed McMahon, Doug Sheehan, Faith Salie, Nicole Nieth, Jordan Belfi,
Gary Sandy, Shirley Jones, Tom Fahn, Billy Blanks. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Aging Not
So Gracefully," "Love Means Having to Say You're Sorry," "Ice Station Sabrina," "Salem and Juliette,"
"Sabrina Nipping at Your Nose," "Now You See Her, Now You Don't" and "Super Hero." Additional
Actors: Paula Abdul, Danny Bonaduce, Alastair Duncan, Christopher Rich, Tim Thomerson, Mary Gross,
John Ganun. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Love In Bloom," "Welcome Back, Duke," "Salem's
Daughter," "Dreama, The Mouse," "The Wild, Wild Witch," "She's Baaack!," "The Four Faces of
Sabrina" and "The End of An Era." Additional Actors: Dick Van Dyke, Phil Fondacaro, Essence Atkins,
John Salley, Victoria Jackson, Louisa Abernathy, Dennis Lipscomb, Tim Bagley. Paramount
The Carmen Miranda Collection: Whether it's as the Brazilian Bombshell, the Lady in the Tutti Frutti
hat, or simply by the iconic image of her ornate headdress, Carmen Miranda is a pop culture phenomenon that everyone knows. This collection includes five of the Portuguese performer's most popular musicals, with Doll Face, Greenwich Village, If I'm Lucky, Something For The Boys, and a newly re-mastered version of Busby Berkeley's The Gang's All Here. Supplemented by a fruitful bevy of documentaries, this collection of films gives fans the amazing opportunity to experience Miranda in a way that's
never been so vivid, and, for those who have only known her through her culturally pervasive likeness,
now is the perfect time to fall in love with her films for the very first time. The Gangs All Here Showgirl
Edie (Alice Faye) is wooed by playboy soldier Andy (James Ellison) while he's on military leave, but
then discovers when Andy returns home that he's been promised to a rich debutante in an arranged marriage. Edie will have to turn on all her charms to make Andy realize she's the only one for him. Carmen
Miranda (singing "Tutti Frutti") and jazz great Benny Goodman add pizzazz to Busby Berkeley's colorful
song-and-dance extravaganza., Something For The Boys Three cousins (Carmen Miranda, Phil Silvers,
Vivian Blaine) inherit a run-down Southern plantation. When an army sergeant (Michael O'Shea) hatches
a plan to save the estate by converting it into a home for military wives, all that's needed is money to fix
up the place. What else is there to do except...put on a show! Perry Como, Sheila Ryan co-star; songs
include "Samba Boogie," "In the Middle of Nowhere.", If I'm Lucky Harry James stars in this delightful
musical, playing the bandleader for a group involved with promoting a political candidate's campaign.
When the group's lead singer falls in love and decides he wants nothing more to do with politics, the candidate's operatives threaten to soil his reputation if he leaves. Remake of the 1935 film "Thanks a
Million" co-stars Perry Como, Vivian Blaine, Phil Silvers, and Carmen Miranda., Greenwich Village A
composer (Don Ameche) seeking to make his mark in the classical genre teams up with a '20s New York
speakeasy owner (William Bendix) who wants to use Ameche's work as part of a lavish--if less prestigious--Broadway production. Romantic musical co-stars Carmen Miranda and, as the singer both men
fall for, Vivian Blaine; songs include "I'm Just Wild About Harry" and "Whispering." & Doll Face This
1945 musical proves it's best not to underestimate a pretty face, especially if the woman is Doll Face
Carroll (Vivian Blaine), a stripper who's dying to go legit and star in a Broadway show. When no one
takes her seriously, she and her manager (Dennis O'Keefe) hit upon the idea that she write her memoir,
hoping to rustle up publicity so publishers will come knocking at her door. But pity the fool who tells her
she can't write it herself. Fox
Dangerous Assignment: The Complete Television Collection Compiles all the episodes from the early
1950s espionage television series starring Brian Donlevy as government agent Steve Mitchell. United
States special agent Steve Mitchell (Brian Donlevy) is constantly on dangerous assignment in this
thrilling series that debuted in 1952. His mission: to help save the world from conspiracies designed to
erode any democratic strides the American government has made around the world. Watch as Mitchell
unravels the Gordian knot of a political assassination in the Middle East, traces the whereabouts of a
missing diplomat and more. Infinity Entertainment
Zakland The Shiny Surprise Grammy-nominated children's performer Zak Morgan invites young viewers to follow him to the whimsical, music-filled universe known as ZakLand, where they can learn valuable lessons about the power of imagination and believing in yourself. The adventure begins after King
Shiny's birthday surprise gets eaten by Uncle Hank's little brother, Irwin. Now, Marty, Hank, the CanCan Twins and the kids must team up to save the day! Porchlight

New On Video & DVD
Jumper Leaps onto the screen courtesy of director Doug Liman. David (Hayden Christiansen) has
inexplicably been given the power to teleport himself, or jump. He can jump into a bank vault, then to
the top of the Sphinx, then back to his luxury Manhattan apartment. But despite all his power, he still
misses his childhood love, Millie (Rachel Bilson, THE O.C.). When the opportunity arises, David jets
off to Rome with Millie, but it's not all romance in the Italian city. David's unique abilities place him
in the middle of a war between the jumpers and the paladins, a secretive group intent on hunting
down the teleporters. Led by Roland (Samuel L. Jackson), the paladins track David and fellow jumper
Griffin (Jamie Bell) across the world, and Millie may be caught in the crossfire. Jumper moves as fast
as its teleporting hero, condensing the novel into a slim, action-packed offering. The slick special
effects and impressive locations are certainly on par with Liman's previous work in The Bourne
Identity and Mr. And Mrs. Smith, but Jumper bears a closer resemblance to comic book adaptations.
Like Spider-man and most other costume-clad protagonists with unearthly abilities, David grapples
with his newfound talents. But unlike his tights-and-cape-wearing brethren, David doesn't use his ability for the greater good. Instead, it gets him piles of money and, perhaps, the girl he's been dreaming
of since he was five years old. Though most action films are driven by the struggle between good and
evil, Jumper interestingly offers up a central character who lies somewhere in the middle. Fox
The Signal Much like 28 Days Later, The Signal is a zombie film in disguise asking the question,
"What would you do if everyone suddenly turned psychotic?" Conceived by Atlanta filmmakers Jacob
Gentry, Dan Bush, and David Bruckner as an exercise in which each would write and direct one of
three acts, the result is an experimental and apocalyptic horror tale with a for-fans-by-fans mentality
that is cerebral and visceral, both disturbing and thought-provoking. In the first segment, it is New
Year's Eve in the city of Terminus, and Mya (Anessa Ramsey) has just begun an extramarital affair
with Ben (Justin Welborn). As she leaves his apartment, he turns on the television to witness a noisy
and colorful swirl. The mysterious transmission affects all television, radio, and cell phone signals,
causing normal citizens to transform into bloodthirsty killers. By the time Mya reaches her apartment,
her building is littered with corpses, and her husband, Lewis (A.J. Bowen), shows the first signs of the
condition, causing Mya to flee for safety. Part two is a bleak domestic comedy in which Lewis,
searching for his wife, invades the home of a young couple preparing for a party only to kill several
potential guests. In the final segment, Ben and Lewis traverse an intensely chaotic landscape in a race
to find Mya. With this artful and hard-hitting creation, Gentry, Bush, and Bruckner, have tried to
cover all the bases, right down to an amusingly grotesque Re-Animator homage in the final act.
Though clearly a low-budget production (we never see destruction on a very wide scale), the film
overcomes such limitations with an intensity that lasts throughout the duration, and the cast of
unknowns enhances the creepiness of the proceedings. Right from its opening sequence--a creepy
film-within-a-film--The Signal establishes itself as one for horror aficionados. Magnolia
Gunsmoke: Second Season, Volume Two James Arness vaulted into the annals of television history
with his iconic portrayal of U.S. Marshal Matt Dillon in the long-running television Western GUNSMOKE. Armed with a quick draw and an even quicker wit, the principled and intelligent Marshal
Dillon brought peace and righteousness to the lawless frontier of 1800s Dodge City with the help of
his trusted deputy, Chester Goode (Dennis Weaver), his friend Doc Adams (Milburn Stone), and
saloon keeper Miss Kitty (Amanda Blake). This collection presents the second volume of the series'
second season. U.S. Marshal Matt Dillon (James Arness) continues to keep the peace in Dodge City
in these episodes from the second season. After he kills three men, Dillon is plagued by nightmares
that prompt him to reconsider his calling; a Washington bureaucrat challenges Dillon's authority; and
a visiting photographer becomes a murder suspect. Guest stars include Jack Kelly, Sebastian Cabot
and Russell Johnson. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Bloody Hands," "Skid Row," "Sweet
and Sour," "Cain," "Bureaucrat" and "Last Fling." Additional Actors: Ken Curtis, Russell Johnson,
Lawrence Dobkin, Gloria Marshall, Joseph Sargent, Guinn Williams, Ken Mayer, John Mitchum,
Walter Reed, Karen Sharpe, Ken Lynch, Ned Glass, John Hoyt, Frank DeKova, Florenz Ames. Disc 2
includes the following episodes: "Chester's Murder," "The Photographer," "Wrong Man," "Big Girl
Lost," "What The Whiskey Drummer Heard," "Cheap Labor" and "Moon." Additional Actors: Tom
Greenway, Gage Clarke, Murray Hamilton, Peggie Castle, Tim Graham, Ken Curtis, Ned Glass,
Howard Culver, Sebastian Cabot, Don Keefer, Catherine McLeod, Robert Griffin. Disc 3 includes the
following episodes: "Who Lives By the Sword," "Uncle Oliver," "Daddy-O," "The Man Who Would
Be Marshal," "Liar from Blackhawk" and "Jealousy." Additional Actors: Ken Curtis, Harold J. Stone,
Hal Baylor, Earle Hodgins, Paul Wexler, Strother Martin, Denver Pyle, Howard Culver, John
Doucette, Fred Graham. CBS/Paramount
7th Heaven - Sixth Season The heartwarming television dramedy 7th HeaveN blends sometimes outlandishly comic situations with dramatic plotlines about serious social issues into a positive affirmation of family values and Christian morality. Produced by Aaron Spelling, the series centers on an allAmerican family headed by Reverend Eric Camden (Stephen Collins) and his stay-at-home wife,
Annie (Catherine Hicks), as they struggle with the daily stresses and joys of parenting. Meanwhile,
the Camdens' seven children--oldest son Matt (Barry Watson), Mary (Jessica Biel), Lucy (Beverley
Mitchell), Simon (David Gallagher), youngest daughter Ruthie (Mackenzie Rosman), and twins Sam
and David (real-life twins Lorenzo and Nikolas Brino)--navigate the trials and tribulations of growing
up with wholesome aplomb. The Camdens face a hectic year in this family drama's sixth season as
Mary (Jessica Biel) tries to solve her problems by leaving town, returning to attend college with Lucy
(Beverley Mitchell) and then moving away again. Meanwhile, Matt (Barry Watson) gets accepted at a
prestigious medical school and plans to marry his Jewish girlfriend, forcing his Christian pastor father
(Stephen Collins) to confront some difficult questions. This collection presents every episode of the
family drama's sixth season, full of changes and lessons learned. Disc 1 includes episodes:
"Changes," "Teased," "Sympathy" and "Work." Additional Actors: Peter Graves, Andrew Keegan, Ed
Begley Jr., Dwight P. Ketchum. Disc 2 includes episodes: "Relationships," "Broken," "Prodigal" and
"Ay Carumba." Additional Actors: Ed Begley Jr., Dwight P. Ketchum, Andrew Keegan, Joy Enriquez.
Disc 3 includes episodes: "Lost," "Consideration," "Pathetic" and "Suspicion." Additional Actors:
Andrew Keegan, Joy Enriquez, Miguel Sandoval, Christopher Michael, Brenda Strong. Disc 4
includes episodes: "Drunk," "Hot Pants," "I Really Do" and "I Really Did." Additional Actors: Dwight
P. Ketchum, Brenda Strong, Sarah Danielle Madison. Disc 5 includes episodes: "Lip Service," "The
Ring" and "Letting Go." Additional Actors: Richard Lewis, Sarah Danielle Madison, Dwight P.
Ketchum, Joy Enriquez, Geoff Stults. Disc 6 includes episodes: "The Known Soldier," "Holy War
(Part 1)" and "Holy War (Part 2)." Additional Actors: Peter Graves, Ernest Borgnine, Richard Lewis,
Ed Begley Jr., Sarah Danielle Madison, George Stults. Paramount/CBS
Flawless A erious account of a remarkable heist at London Diamond, one of the world's premier diamond holders. Set in 1960s London, the film focuses on Laura Quinn (Demi Moore), a woman so
driven she's chosen career over personal life and found her way into the boys' club known as the diamond business. As Laura gets overlooked for a manager position year after year, she resolves to work
even harder, hoping that, despite her history, her efforts will one day pay off. Ironically, it's Mr. Hobbs
(Michael Caine), a night janitor, who takes note of Laura's frustration. The seemingly simple Mr.
Hobbs finds a way to use this to his advantage, proposing a plan that will only work with Laura's
cooperation. When Laura rejects the offer, Mr. Hobbs encourages her to question just what's holding
her back, personally and professionally. While Laura's precarious position within a male-dominated
world gives her understandable motive, Mr. Hobbs's is trickier to decipher. The story is based on a fictional heist, but the film is faithful to its setting. Manolia
Come Drink With Me When bandits kidnap his son, the governor sends his daughter Golden Swallow
(Pei-Pei Cheng) to the rescue. With the help of a local beggar known as Drunken Cat (Hua Yueh),
Golden Swallow tracks down the main perpetrator, the evil monk Jade Faced Tiger (Hung Lieh Chen).
Hailed as a pioneering classic of Hong Kong martial arts cinema, director King Hu's action hit features a butt-kicking turn by the 19-year-old Cheng. Weinstein / Genius

New On Blu-Ray
Patton is a three-dimensional bronze bust of World War II field general George S. Patton (George C.
Scott) who wrote poetry, fired pistols at strafing fighter planes, and loved America with a lofty and historical zeal. Tracing his personal rivalries with such generals as Rommel and Montgomery, his problematic treatment of his own men, and his nearly runaway contempt for diplomacy, the film triumphs as an
enduring portrait of a complex and larger-than-life figure. Patton was recipient of 10 Academy Award
Nominations and winner of eight, including Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actor--Scott, Best
(Adapted) Screenplay--Francis Ford Coppola/Edmund H. North. Blu-ray Disc Features:Disc 1: Patton
Theatrical Presentation Additional Release Material: Audio Commentaries - Francis Ford Coppola –
Screenwriter. Introduction Francis Ford Coppola Screenwriter. Disc 2: Patton Supplemental Material
Additional Release Material: Behind the Scenes - "The Making Of Patton " Featurettes "History
Through the Lens: 'Patton: A Rebel Revisited'", "Patton's Ghost Corps", Original Theatrical Trailer,
Text/Photo Galleries: Production Still Gallery Accompanied by Jerry Goldsmith's Complete Musical
Score. Behind the Scenes Gallery Accompanied by Audio Essay on the Historical Patton. Fox
The Sand Pebbles One of the most exciting and heart-wrenching epics ever made, The Sand Pebbles is a
masterpiece of storytelling, with exceptional performances by a stellar cast. The complex tale begins
simply enough in 1926 China, where a group of American soldiers are patrolling the Yangtze River on a
gunboat called the San Pablo. The crew members, who call themselves Sand Pebbles, includes Jake
Holman (Steve McQueen), a dispassionate but capable navy machinist, and his only friend, Frenchy
(Richard Attenborough), a sailor in love with an English-educated Chinese girl, Maily (Marayat
Andriane), who has been sold into prostitution. Strong feelings of nationalism have been sweeping
through China, however, and when Chiang Kai-shek moves against the feudal warlords, the United
States decides to treat the upheaval as a civil war, and the San Pablo is ordered to confine its function to
protection of American civilians in the area. Included among them are Mr. Jameson (Larry Gates), a missionary, and Shirley Eckert (Candice Bergen), a schoolteacher with whom Jake falls in love. Soon Jake
finds himself in the middle of an international military crisis when his native assistant, Po-han (Mako),
is brutally tortured in an attempt to draw the San Pablo's fire, and the boat's inexperienced and prideful
captain (Richard Crenna) wants to give his humiliated ship and disgraced crew a chance for glory. Bluray Disc Features: Alternate Scenes, Deleted "Road Show" Scenes (13), Audio Commentaries Robert
Wise, Director; Candice Bergen, Mako, Richard Crenna Stars. Behind the Scenes "The Making of The
Sand Pebbles" Documentaries Narrated by Richard Attenborough: "Changsha Bund and The Streets of
Taipei" (audio). Narrated by Richard Attenborough: "A Ship Called San Pablo" (audio). Featurettes
"Steve McQueen Remembered", "Bob Wise in Command", "China 1926", "A Ship Called San Pablo"
(1966), "The Secret of the San Pablo" (1966) Isolated Audio Track Musical Score (w/ Commentary by
Nick Redman Music Producer; Jon Burnlingame - Film Music Historian; Lem Dobbs - Film Historian.
Trailers 20th Century Fox High Definition Previews, Theatrical Trailer, Interactive Features: Trivia Trivia Track. Fox
Battle of Britain A powerful, colourful and star-studded re-creation of the epic 1940 battle that took
place in the skies over England. Surprised and understaffed, the British forces used determination and
guile to valiantly hold off the superior forces of the German Luftwaffe in the early days of World War II.
If England had lost, the Germans may very well have won the war. The incredible cast includes Michael
Caine, Robert Shaw, Curt Jurgens, and Laurence Olivier, in a no-expense-spared production featuring
stunning airborne dog-fight sequences. Starring Michael Caine, Christopher Plummer, Laurence Olivier,
Ian McShane, Kenneth More, Robert Shaw, Trevor Howard, Susannah York, Harry Andrews, Curt
Jurgens. Fox
The Longest Day With four directors and an all-star cast, this Academy Award-winning war epic from
producer Darryl F. Zanuck chronicles World War II's harrowing D-Day invasion. Shot on the beaches of
Normandy, France, the ambitious film attempts to cover the historic day from all perspectives, focusing
on figures from both sides of the conflict. The who's-who ensemble cast is led by John Wayne, Sean
Connery, Robert Mitchum and Henry Fonda, just to name a few. Blu-ray Disc Features: Original
Theatrical Trailer, 20th Century Fox Trailers, Disc 1 The Longest Day Theatrical Presentation,
Additional Release Material: Audio Commentaries Historian, Disc 2 The Longest Day Supplemental
Material, Additional Release Material: Behind the Scenes "Backstory - The Longest Day",
Documentaries - "Richard Zannuck on The Longest Day " Featurettes "A Day To Remember", "Longest
Day: A Salute to Courage", "D-Day Revisted", Text/Photo Galleries: Stills/Photos. Fox
A Bridge Too Far Directed by Richard Attenborough, A Bridge Too Far details a pivotal day during
World War II when an Allied task force tried -- and failed -- to win the war by seizing key bridges in
Holland. The film boasts a cast of thousands (including Sean Connery, Robert Redford, James Caan,
Anthony Hopkins and Laurence Olivier) and some of the biggest battle sequences ever filmed. Blu-ray
Disc Features Cross Promotion Trailers, Original Theatrical Trailers, Battle of Britain, Platoon, Flyboys
and Windtalkers. Fox
Alvin and the Chipmunks For generations, the singing sensations known as Alvin and the Chipmunks
have delighted audiences with their whimsical vocal arrangements: This production, starring Jason Lee
("My Name Is Earl"), marks the critters' first feature-length comedy. Ross Bagdasarian Jr. and Janice
Karman provide the voice talent that brings to life the hilarious high jinks of Alvin, Simon and
Theodore, the trouble-making chipmunks who want to become superstars. Blu-ray Disc Features: 5.1
DTS HD Master Audio English. Additional Release Material: Featurettes "Chip-Chip-Hooray!
Chipmunk History", and "Hitting The Harmony". Trailers 20th Century Fox High Definition Theatrical
Trailers. Fox
Prison Break Season One Lincoln Burrows (Dominic Purcell) is the victim of a political conspiracy that
is determined to bring him down, and the only one who can save him is his brother, Michael Scofield
(Wentworth Miller). A prison engineer, Michael gets himself arrested and locked up in the same prison
where his brother sits on death row, intending to use his intimate knowledge of the jail to help them both
escape. Unfortunately, Michael isn't prepared for what he finds on the inside--but he remains determined
to see his plan through. This collection includes the entire first season. Disc 1 includes the following
episodes: "Pilot," "Allen," "Cell Test" and "Cute Poison." Disc 2 includes the following episodes:
"English, Fitz or Percy," "Riots, Drills and the Devil (Part 1)," "Riots, Drills and the Devil (Part 2)" and
"The Old Head." Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Tweener," "Sleight of Hand," "And Then
There Were Seven" and "Odd Man Out." Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "End of the Tunnel,"
"The Rat," "By The Skin & The Teeth" and "Brother's Keeper." Disc 5 includes the following episodes:
"J-Cat," "Bluff," "The Key" and "Tonight." Disc 6 includes episodes "Go" and "Flight." Extras include
"If These Walls Could Speak: Profile of the Joliet Correctional Center," "Beyond the Ink: Tattoo
Featurette" and "Inside Look.". Fox
Mrs. Doubtfire Daniel Hillard (Robin Williams, August Rush) is a talented voice over actor with a
moral compass and a loving father to his three children. When he throws a birthday party for his son
without his wife Miranda's (Sally Field, Steel Magnolias) knowledge, she takes it as the last straw and
divorces her husband. At the custody hearing, the judge only allows Daniel to see his three children
every Saturday, definitely not enough time in Daniel's mind. When he discovers that his wife is looking
for a housekeeper, he employes the help of his brother Frank (Harvey Fierstein, Independence Day) to
transform him through body suits, a wig, false teeth, make-up, and glasses into an aging English housekeeper dubbed "Mrs. Doubtfire." His uncanny acting skills put to the ultimate test, Daniel manages to
get the job and fool his wife and children completely. He must deal with his court liaison, find a job,
learn to accept (or choose to harass) his ex-wife's new boyfriend Stu (Pierce Brosnan, The Tailor of
Panama), and learn how to keep house, all the while maintaining his secret identity. Additional Release
Material: Alternate Scenes, Deleted and Extended Scenes (Play All and Select Individually). Additional
Footage Final Animation (Animation Studio), Final Animation With Alternate Backgrounds (Animation
Studio), Behind the Scenes Original Pencil Test (Animation Studio), "Make-Up Application with Ve
Neill" (Make-Up Department), "Make-Up Tests" (Make-Up Department). Featurettes "From Man to
Mrs: The Evolution of Mrs. Doubtfire", "Aging Gracefully: A Look Back at Mrs. Doubtfire", Original
1993 Featurette (Publicity Department), "Meet Mrs. Doubtfire" (Publicity Department). Theatrical
Trailers (3), TV Spots (2), Interactive Features: Easter Egg Arrested Development Clip Text/Photo
Galleries: Stills/Photos, Behind-the-Scenes and Make-Up Photo Gallery (Make-Up Department). Fox

